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The utility of hypcrspccual imagers tor thc identit1cation, classification and ~tatus 
of a spccific matcrial based on its spectral characteristics has been demonstratcd in the 
ficlds of geology. forestry and mcteorology . The United States military has an interest in 
the ut ility of hypcrspectral imagers for a multitudt: of tactical and strategic purposes . The 
Hyperspectral .\1ASINT Support to Military Operations Program (HTh1SMO) was 
designed to cxplore this arena through a series of planned collection operations utilizing 
the Hyperspectral Digital Imagery Collection Experiment (HYDICE) sensor in addition \0 
other hypcrspectral imaging platforms. Operation DESERT RADlAL~CE explored many 
of the art:as relating to the tact ical dctection and classification of mili tary targets 
rhrough the ust: of the Low Prohahili ty of Detection and the Principle Components 
Transformation algorithms contained in the HYDlCE Starter Kit and ENYI software 
package. this thesis shows that the detection of a tactical target by use of it's unique 
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The field of imaging spectrometry, also known as hyperspectral imaging, has 
slowly emerged over the past two decades Hyperspectral imaging refers to n::mote 
sensing based collection of temporally-n::gistered imagery over a large numbcr of 
discrete, contiguous bands whereby a completc retlectance spectrum is obtained. With 
parallel advances in optics, microelectronics and image processing software, 
hyperspectral imaging has matured and can provide detailed information concerning the 
earth's envirorum::nt and the warfighter's battlespace. 
Eleclromagm::tic energy is the most abundant energy form avai lable for remote 
sensing applications. Within the electromagnetic spectrum, thc visual and solar rdlectcd 
infrared regions can revt::a1 specitlc reflective and cmissivt:: spectral signatures of the 
imaged object. The value of hypt::rspectral imaging systems is their ability to acquire 
complete reflectance spectrum f()f cach picrure element (pixel) in the image. Many 
materials have definitive absorption features that are 20-40 nanomett::rs wide and thus arc 
undetectable by the current broadband multispectral sensor systems. Hyperspeetral 
sensors nominally acquire data in 10 IUn bands providing suflicient spectral resolution for 
direct identification oflhosc materials. 
Military applications for hyperspcctral scnsors are just beginning to he evaluated. 
In thc past, manual analysis of stcreo images by image interpreters has been used for 
determining the shape, size and arrangement of specific targets and their fcatures. 
Examples incl ude targets such as roads, airports, dams, vehicles, structures and urban 
arcas. The location, identification and assessment of military significant targets within 
the battlefield can he enhanced with the use of hyperspectral sensor systems. By 
applying hypcrspectral imaging techniques and analysis, other differenccs, not based on 
shape and size, such as color, spcctral reflectance and spcctral emittancc (temperature) 
can be identified within the image. Specific camouflage types, including paint and fabric, 
soil composition, downed pilot taggants, stressed vcget.ltion, lhennal plumes, nuclear, 
biological and chemical agents are a few among a list of many possible candidates for 
detection/identification by hyperspeetral sensor systems. 
The data obtained for military use by hyperspcetral sensors will most likely fall 
within the field of mellsuremem and signature intelligence (MASINT) Imagery 
interpretation (II) and imagery intelligence (lMINT) products have been the traditional 
.nethods fo r evaluating and disseminating information relating to the description of 
objects, activities and terrain within the battlespaee. Literal exploitation of imagery deals 
with the extraction of information from imagery by a hwnan interpreter. MASINT, on 
the other hand, deals v.i th the nonliteral exploitation of imagery. A hybrid definition of 
nonliteral imagery exploitation can be found in Joint Pub 1-02: 
l be process of extracting ~ information from image data, 
automatically or semi-automatically, using non-traditional, advanced 
processing techniques, employing models, measurements, signatures 
(spectral, textural, temporal, polari7.ation), or other features to detect, 
locate, classify, discriminate, characterize, identify (material, unit, 
function), quantify (material, time, physical), track, predict, target, or 
assess objects, emission s, activities, of events represented in tile imagery 
The Hyperspeetral MASINT Support to Military Operations (HYMSMO) program 
grew out of military requirement" for Operational Measurement and Signature 
Intelligence (OpMAS TNT) support and is sponsored by the Central MASINT Technology 
Coordination Office (CMTO). It is designed to demonstrate and advocate the utility of 
imaging hyperspeetral speetroradiometers as true MASIN I" resources (as opposed to 
conventional IMINT a5:sets). In addition, the HYMSMO program wil! examine the 
nontmditional, time-sensitive, MASINT application termed support to military operations 
(SMO) 
The Hyperspcetral Digital Imagery Collection Experiment (HYDICE) is a 
Congressionally funded "dual-use" initiative that has developed an airborne, imaging 
hyperspcctral spcctroradiometer, offering high spectral fidelity, spatial resolution, and 
performanct:_ HYDICE, as the sensor is called, is an integral part of the I-IYMSMO 
program and will be utilized for data collection experimellls in the spring of 1995. Data 
collection expcriments using non-HYDICE sensors have been completed and will 
continue throughout the program lifetime. The purpose of these experiments is to begin 
to eva luate the use of hyperspectral sen~ors in the detection and classification of military 
signiticant targets. One such experiment. Operation DESERT RA.J)IANCE, took place at 
the Wbite Sands Missile Test Range in :'\ew Mexico. The purpose of this experiment 
\vas to demonstrate the potential for using hyperspectral remote sensing \0 differentiate 
among natural and man-made materials 
The thesis is broken down into five chapters and two appendices. Chapter r, the 
Introduction is followed by Chapter II, Dackground, which addresses the history and 
accomplisiunents of hyperspectral imager)' along with a brief explanation of the most 
current hyperspectral image processing and analysis algorithms deal ing with material 
detection. Chapter Ill , Experiment Description, discusses the Operation Desen Radiance 
experiment where the data analyzed in this thesis was collected. Chapter IV, Experiment 
Observations, highlights significant observations made during the author's participation in 
the experiment. Chapter V, Data Analysis, describes the methods uscd in the detection of 
an actual tactical target by use of it's spectral signature and the results attained. Chapter 




Hyperspectral imaging is one of the many fonm of remote sensing available today 
for extracting information rdating to the earth and it's surroundings. Because all 
materiab reflect, absorb. or emit photons in ways characteristic of their mokeular 
makcup. a high resolution trace of the intensity of the transmitted, reflected, emitted or 
luminesced radiation versus wavelength forms a graphical record lUlique to a given 
material. [Ri nker, 1990). Figure 2.1 is a plot of the percent reflcctance vs. wavdength of 
two fabrics and a green leaf. The \vater absorption features at 1.4 and 1.9 micrometers 
are clearly visible and the plot shows a close similarity between fabric A and green leaf 
B. Fabric C is closely matched in spectral shape out to about 1.I micrometers but at 
approx imately 1,S micrometers where it begins to deviate signitieantly l'hesc 
differences provide the means to identify materials rnld detect man-made objects in large 
"natural" scenes. Hyperspe(;tral imaging refers to the imaging ofan area or "scene" over a 
large number of discrete, contiguous spectral bands such that a complete n::f1ectanee 
spectrum can be obtained for the area being imaged. The field of hyperspectral imaging 
has evolved over the last 2 decades primarily due to efforts by the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA), the Department of Defense (DOD) and recently, 
private industry research and develupment. 
A. HISTORY OF HYPERSPECTRAL Tl\'1AGING 
1. Concept 
Terrestrial remote sensing from aircraft and space was developed to pruvide 
specific information about the makeup of the earth's surface which was not readily 
obtainable from direct observation on the surface_ Panchromatic sensors provide 
infonnation in parts of the visible portion of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum only. 
The level of detail within the image is dependent on the sensitivity of the sensor's 
detectors to differences in signal strength as it records the radirnlt Ilux reflected or emitted 
from the ohject being sensed. For example, the French SPOT (System Pour l'Ohsen'ation 
de Ie T~ITe) Panchromatic sensor uses 6 bit, DiUerential Pulse Code :'vtodulation (DPCM) 
which provides the capability to represent the image scene in 64 different levels of gray 
While this provides ackqu<lte detail for mo~t human analysis techniques, it focuses only 
in the visible portion of the EM spectmm and does not exploit the differences in the 
reflectivity, as a function of wavelength, that Clm be represented by multispectral sensors 
lhe LA'lDSAT Thematic Mapper (1M) is a mnltispeetral sensor capahle of 
im<lging in 7 bands of the visible. near infrared lNIR). shortwave infrared (SW1R) and the 
thermal infrared portions of the EM spectnun. Figure 2.2 shows the location, in 
wavelength, of the T'v1 bands. KOle the coarse resolntion and the gap from 0.9 to 1.5 
microns. Data from scveral bands can be combined to produce an image that contains 
infonnation from each bandpass selected. A false-color composite image can be 
constructed by the a%ignment of onc of the threc primary colors to each of the selected 
bands. This image can. in many instances, provide additional information beyond ihat of 
a panchromatic image alone 
The main limitations associated with multispectral sensor designs is their inability 
to acquire the infonnation necessary to identify the eompo~ition of surface materials, 
lx:cause of the poor spectral resolution of the sensors. The spectral rcflcctam;·e and 
emittance characteristics for surface materials, which are determined by electronic and 
vibrational energy states within the materials, are usually too highly structured to be 
observed at eoarse spectral rcsolutions (Vane, 1985). Figure 2.2 shows characteristic 
spectra from various minerals, along with the bandpass ranges of the LA. ';DSAT T'v1. 
Different causes of ahsorption can he identitied in the mineral spectra. Ahsorption due to 
electronic transitions can be detected at 0.92 micrometers. Vibrational absorption 
features due to bolmd and unbound water hecome more important in the detennination of 
tht;: larg,<!l mlll<!Iilll lit arOlUld 1.0 micrometers. Th~s~ features may however be masked 
due to the presence of strong almospheric water bands at 1.4 and 1.9 micrometers. Many 
materials and minerals exhibit distinctive absorption features in the region from 2. L to 2.4 
micrometers. This is due primarily to the combination bending-stretching overtones of 
the OH vibration. Laboratory work in the field of spectroscopy demonstrated the wealth 
of information contained in the reflectance spectra of various minerals and vegetation 
types thereby motivating the development of imaging spectrometry (Vam: and Goetz. 
1993). A graphical depiction of the hyperspectra[ imaging concept is sho\\ll in Figure 
2.3. Images taken simultaneously in [00-200 spectral bands foml an image cube, with 
each layer of the cube representing a different wavelength. Each pixel will have an 
continuous spectrum that can be used to uniquely identify surface materials. 
2. Evolution 
Laboratory and field experiments conducted in the 1960's and 1970's confirmed the 
possibility that solar reflectance measurements by airborne sensors could permit the 
idcntification of the mineral makeup of rocks, soils and vegetation. However, the spectral 
resolution for specific identification would have to be on the order of 10 to 20 nanometers 
coveri ng the spectral region of 400 to 2500 nanometers. These results motivated the 
development of airborne and spaeebome hyperspectral imagers in the late 1970's 
Curiously. OIle of the first systems flew on an early Shuttle flight. 
The Shuttle Multispectral Infrared Radiometer (SMIRR) was flo ..... n on STS-2 in 
1981 . SMTRR measured spectral refledanee in 10 speetra[ blmds with a spatial resolution 
or 100 meters. Investigation of the data by A.F.H. Goetz and L.c. Rowan concluded that 
the SMIRR had detected a previously unmapped mineral deposit wntaining specitic clay 
and carbonite minerals (Tarilllik et a.[, 1993). 
Tn 1980, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) bcgan the development of the Themlal 
Infrared Multispectral Scanner (TIMS). Imaging in the 8 to 12 micrometer range with a 
spalial resolution of 20-30 meters. depending 011 flight altitude, TTMS first i1ew over 
Cuprite, Nevada gathering thennal emission spectra of the various mineral deposits. In 
August 1994 TIMS was tlovm on hoard a NASA C- 130 aircraft over the iVkOowelJ 
Mountains and urban areas of S(;oUsdale, Arizona to collect data that will be used by the 
ciLY in the devdoplllent of it's Geographi(; Infonnation System (GIS) (Constan(;e, 1(94) 
a, Airbome Imaging Spectrometer (ATS UIT) 
JPL began development of the AIS in the early 1980's after the successful flight 
of Sl\1lRR on the shuttle. A critical area of sensor development had been that of the 
detector which is the device that converts the energy of the incoming photons to an 
electrical signal. Early multispectral sensors, the LANDSAT yfultispectral Scanner and 
the Thematic Mapper, incorporated discrete detector clements which were scanned across 
the earth's surface as the spacecraft moved along it's orbital path. The main limitation to 
these early designs was the short residem:e time of the detector in each instantaneous fidei 
of view (IFOV) thereby reducing the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of each detector element 
(Vane and Goetz, 1988). The use of multiple line arrays has been demonstrated by the 
French SPOT (System Prohatorie Pour l'Ohservation de la Terre) satellite. An area array 
design was first utilized with AlS 1. Designed as a testbed for the future development of 
space based, infi"ared imaging spectrometers, AIS J incorporated a 32 x 32 element, 
mercury cadmiwn telluride (IlgCdTe) array. The !\IS I sensor used a grating 
spedrometer to separate the im:oming signal into 128 wiltiguous bands in the spectral 
region from 1.2 to 2.4 micrometers v.'ith a spectral resolution of 9.3 nanometers. ATS n 
was configured with a \urger, 64 x 64 element, IIgCdTe array and covered the region 
from D.S to 2.4 micrometers at a spectral resolution of 10.6 nanometers. Figure 2.4 
depicts the evolution of different image acquisition tecimiques 
Kruse, 1987, utilized data sets acquired by both the AJS I and AIS IT in an 
analysis of hydrothermally altered rocks in the northern Grapevine :'vloWltains, of 
Nevada and California. By calculating the band position, band depth and band\vidth of 
the strongest absorption features of each spectrum and mapping these parameters into a 
hue, saturation, intensity (lIS I) !.:oded image, he was able to rapidly identify different 
mineral groups, as shown in Figure 2.5. Individual spectra from the images were 
compared with laboratory spectra obtained from on-~ite ~amples. Positive identification 
of scricite. montmorillonite, calcite and dolomite was accomplished us ing the !\]S data 
As shown in Figure 2.6, the distinct absorption features at varying bandpasses provide a 
mcans to uniquely identify a specific mineral. 
Some limitations in the usc of the AIS II were fOWld in a srudy conducted by 
Riggs and Running (1990). While srudying Norway Spruce and White Pine plots, they 
determined that high spectral resolution imagers provided only limited infonnation 
concerning water stress in conifers at the landscape sealc. Figure 2.7 shows the relative 
rdlcetanee plots of stressed and control Whitc Pincs. The plots clearly show that there is 
not a notable increase in the reflectance orthe stressed group even though the group had 
been stressed for approximately 3 ..... ecks. The weakness in the use of hyperspectral data 
for this purpose does not appear to have been sensor related. The problem appears to be 
that the apparent ref1ectances of the vegetation do not change apprcciably with 
dcprivation of soil water over extended periods. Only trees approaching lethally, low 
water content levels will be distinguishable. 
Forest canopy characteristics and nitrogen cyeling were analyzed using A[S data 
acquired ovcr a series of Wisconsin forest ecosystems. Analysis revcaled that the (;anopy 
lignin or a closely associated property was influential in canopy reflectance within thc 1.2 
to 1.6 micrometer spectral region. These results prove that funher srudy of forest canopy 
chemistry with remote sensing should be conducted (Wessman, et ai, 1987). 
h. Airborne Visiblelln!rared Imaging Spectrometer (A VlRIS) 
The next major step in thc cvolution of imaging spectrometers wa~ the Airborne 
VisiblclInfrared Imaging Spcctrometer (AVIRIS). first proposed to NASA in 1983, 
AV[R[S first flew engineering evalualion tlighls in 1987 and became operational in 1989. 
A VIRlS was originally designed for the airborne collection of spectral images that would 
provide data necessary for the development of hYperspe(;tral information cxtraction 
method~. The sensor is flown on a NASA ER-2 aircral1 and can image in 224 contiguous 
spectral channels at a spectral resolution of 10 nanometers while covering the spectral 
region from 0.4 to 2.5 micrometers. Figure 2.8 shows the design layout of the AVIRlS 
Initial results from AVIRlS were promising. Image geometry, uniformity, 
signal-to noise ratio and spatial resolution were just as expected. The use of AVIRlS 
showed that valid spectral and radiometric calibration of radiance measuring instruments 
is required for physically based analysis of the mea~ured data and for quantitative 
comparison of data acquired at different sites, and times. Figure 2.9 shows an early 
example of the spectral quality delivered by the A ViruS sensor. This spectra was 
derived from averaging the individual spectra extracted from a 5 x 5 pixel region of an 
image acquired over the Cuprite Mining District in Nevada. It is interesting to note the 
agreement between the characteristic atmospheric ahsorption features that are observed 
with AVlRIS, (solid line) and the LOWTRAN atmospheric model predictions in 
parentheses. A ViruS requirements initia1!y specified a spectral calibration accuracy of 
'-i- 5 nanometers. In-flight calihration of the spectral and radiometric characteristics of 
the sensor by Green et al, (1990) showed that a significant radiometric error could be 
introduced with as little as +/- 1 nanometer error in the wavelength calibration. The 
A VIRIS sensor has bc;n continually upgraded since it's inception by improving the 
radiometric calibration and in-flight stability, increasing the signal-to-noise ratio, 
enhancing the scanner perfonnance for geometric image fidelity and increasing the 
overall instrument reliability . 
Calibration experiments v.rith the instrument have continued v.rith each flight 
season. These periodic experiments combine AVlRIS overflights v.rith in-sitll 
measurements of the surface and atmospheric conditions present during the overflight. 
The measuremt:nts arc ust:d to constrain the radiative transfer modeling algorithm which 
predicts the upwelling radiance incident upon the sensor. The actual radiance measured 
by A ViruS and the model predicted radiance are compared in order to validate the 
spectral and radiometric characteristics of AVIRlS in night. Figure 2.10 shows a 
10 
comparison of the MODTRAN predicted radiancc and the AVIRlS mea~ured radi ance 
acqu ired during a calibration/validation experimcnt ovcr Ivanpah Playa, Califomia on 7 
March 1991 Figure 2. 11 show~ the IVllnpah calibration/validation signal-to-noi~c 
perf0n11anCe of the AVIRlS along with the design rcquiremcnts [or the sensor. Table 2. 1 














Numerous geological. botanical and aunospheric studies have been conducted 
using the AVIRIS instrument. The use of AVTRlS for the detection of changes in 
vegetat.ion communities betwcen seasons has shown dramatic spectral differences within 
various vegetative communities (Mil ler, et aI, 1990). Figure 2.12 shows the representative 
reflectance curves attained for various vegetation communities on April 13, 1989, lune 2, 
1989 and August 3 1, 1989. The plots show distinctive changes in the red-edge 
rdlectance during the April to lune period and again from the lillle to August period 
Hyperspectrai imagers have been used for the measurcmelll of primary 
productivity in small lakes_ This activity is conunonly derivcd by mcasuring the quantity 
of photosynthesizing material (e.g. phytoplankton). AVIRlS imagcs acquired over 
Mono Lake in 1989 provided reflectance spectra indicative of chlorophyll a, (Figure 
2.13 ). An attempt was made to calculate the amOWl! of Chlorophyll contained in the lake 
by using a chlorophyll concentration algori thm developed for the Coastal Zone Color 
Scanner (ClCS), carried on the Nimbus series satellites. The amount of chlorophyll 
calculated was half that dctermined by on-site sampling. The discrepancy was 
determined to be in the algorithm itself sincc it was designed for much smaller 
concentrations normally found in oceanic waters. Funher development is underway on 
an algorithm that can he applied to inl[Uld watcr bodics of this sizc (Mclack and Pilorz, 
1990) 
Total colunm water vapor determinations can enhance studies in the fields of 
meteorology, climatology and high precision geodesy using the global positioning 
system. Gao and Goctz (1990), were very successful in their detenninations of column 
water vapor cstimations using AVTRlS data. By using spectral curve fitting of A VIRTS 
acquired spectra and simulated spectra along with band ratioing techniques, Figure 2.14. 
and Figun: 2_l5, they \,'ere able to estimate the column water vapor amotmts to within 5% 
of those detcmlined by a radiosonde. 
13 
c. Geoplry.~ical Environment Corporation Imaging Spectrometer (GERIS) 
One of the major commercial sources for spectrometers is GER. One of their 
primary systems is GERIS. a 63 channt:l spectrometer that utiliJ'es three spectrometers. 
The optics scanning mirror scans an area of 512 pixels covering out to 45 degrees either 
side of the nadir cros~track position. The incoming signal is then split and sent to the 
three spectrometers, each of which has it own line array. Spectrometer I records signals 
in 31 channels bern'een 0.47 to 0.84 micrometers at a spectral resolution of 12.3 
nanometers. Spectrometer II records 4 channels in the lAO to 1.90 micrometer range at a 
resolution of 120 nanometers. The SWIR region, 2.0 to 2.45 micrometers, is covered by 
spectrometer 3 at a resolution of 16.2 nanometers or 28 channels. 
GERIS was utiEJ'ed in a study of a com stand that overlaid a former waste 
deposit site in Germany. The study was part of the European Imaging Spectrometry 
Campaign (ElSAC). The waste site had opened in 1899 and was a depo~itory for 
industrial and househol d refuse until it's closure in 1949 when it was covered with humus 
and converted to agricultural land usc. Figure 2.16 shows the average spectra from three 
different locations on the study site. In the visible and near-infrarcd regions, (top plot), 
difTerenees in relative reflectance arc 2% and 5% respectively. In thc SWIR region the 
differences are smaller and discontinuous. Lehmann, et ai, (1990), determined that the 
relative differences were mo~t probably caused by heavy minerals which caused a stress 
~iluation to occur in the vegetation eovcr. 
d. Fluorescence Line Imager (FLl) 
The Canadian Department of Fi~herics and Oceans operate~ the Florcseenec 
Line Imager (FLI). 'Ine instrument was built by Moniteq Ltd and can be operated in one 
of two separate modes. In the spatial mode the sensor operate~ as a pushbroom, 
multispectral SCa!U1cr. In the spectral mode, the sensor operates as an imaging 
spectrometer, imaging in 288 contiguous bands in the region from 0.4 to O.S micrometers 
Each spectral band is spaced at 1.3 nanometer intervals which provides a spectral 
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reso lution of 2.6 nanometers. The sensor is normally flovoTI on an Ontario Centre for 
Remote Sensing aircraft at an altitude of 1000 to 1800 meters. Rock, et ai, (1990), 
utilized the FLI while studying coniferous forest damage on \vllilefaee Mountain, NY. 
On-site, red edge (660nm-800nm) spe<:tral samples of birch leaves and Balsam Fir 
needles were acquired at the lime of the experiment. First derivative curves were 
calculated and the mean, +/- the standard deviation was plotted as shown in Figure 2.17 
The FU was then tlown over the site. After calibration of the data from instrument 
received radiance to ground reflectance values, both the retleetance and first derivative 
curves for the Birch and Fir spectra were plotted as shov>1l in figure 2.18 Comparison of 
the in-situ spectra and the FLI acquired spectra indicates a remarkable similarity in the 
red-edge region 
e. Hyperspectral Digital 1mal:ery Collection f.xperiment (H}7)JCE) 
HYDICE was initiated in 1991 as a classified study to dctermine the utility of 
using hypcrspectral imaging technology for intelligem;e applications. The efrort was 
expanded in 1992 to include the procurement of a research quality sensor system with 
civil agen<:y participation under the Congressionally-funded, Dual Use Initiative 
Hughes Danbury Optical Systems (HDOS) has produccd a highly calibrated, 
imaging prism spectrometer of the nadir, push-broom type. HYDICE mea:;ures reflected 
solar encrgy along a I kIn growld swath at a flight altitude of 6000 meters. TIIC 
instrument's spectral range is from 400 to 2500 nanometers, v.ith a nominal spectral 
resolution of iO nanometers. Ground sampling distan<:e is dependent on sensor flight 
altitude and ranges from I to 4 meters 
As of winter 1995 HYDlCE was being fitted into a Convair-S80 aircraft for 
illitial aircraft compatibility checks prior to the initiation of the 1995 data collection 
cxperimenls. Figure 2_19 is a physical view of the HYDICE instrument. Signal-to-noise 
ratio is an important requirement for earth remote sensing. Since the entire spectml range 
of the instrument is incident on the same focal plane array, HYDfCE incorporates a 
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multiplexer 10 acconunodate tht: large dynamic range requirt:d by the focal plane. As 
Figure 2.20 indicates, the dynamic range is broken down into three regions, A, B and C 
The multiplexer is also divided into three regions to acconunodate the maximwn 
expected signal. This dcsign effectively optimizes the signal-to-noise ratio together with 
the dynamic range 
A spaccborne derivative of the HYDICE concept has been investigated. 
(Silvergate, t:t ai, 1994). By using telescopt: type foreoptics the I1YDICE concept could 
be adapted to a spaeebome eonfigl.Uation, see Figl.Ue 2.21 . 
j Shuttle Imaging Spectrometer Experiment (SISEX) 
Dt:signed as a demonstrator of technologies relating to imaging spectromekrs, 
SISEX would imagt: in 121! separate spcctral channels from 0.4 to 2.5 micromcters, 
provide a ground instantaneous field of view «JTFOY) of 30 m at a Shunle altitude of 
approximately 250 Jun, and produce a swath v.ldth of 12 Jun. Spectral resolution in the 
early stages of the dt:sign was set at 20 nanometers but was sharpened to 10 nanometers 
aftcr field wurk and analysis in support of the AYIRlS concept determint:d the lattt:r m; 
more beneticial (Herring, 1987) After the design process began, the Earth Observation 
System (EOS) was conceived. Initial EOS plans called for a High Resolution Imaging 
Spectrometer (HIRlS) to be deployed with the system. In an effort to conserve donars, 
NASA began to develop SISEX as a test bed for tht: BIRrS dt:sign and plannt:d to utiliZe 
SISEX components on HIRlS in order to reduce costs. The Challenger accident caused 
NASA to restrict any future use of the shuttle for advanced instrumentatiun testing and in 
1987 the Jet Propulsion Laboratory canceled SISEX in favor of H1RIS (Taranik, et aI, 
1993). 
HIRlS devdopment continutXi and in 1988 the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
proposed to fly HIR1S on a polar urbiting platfurm. HIRlS was to image in 196 spectral 
ehamlels in the range from 0.4 to 2.5 micromett:rs. I-Iov,·ever, the declining NASA budget 
caused an indefinite postponement of the HIRlS program in 1992. 
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It. )'v/orleraJe Resolution ImaJ:iflJ: SpectrfJmeJer (iIU)f)IS) 
MOlHS is an Earlh Observing System (EOS) instrument that is slated [or l1ight 
on ooard the EOS-Avf and EOS-Plvl satellite series. MOmS will be employed to enable 
a better u;1dersL1l1ding of th~ global earth system to include the interaction betw~~n land. 
ocean and atmospm:rie processes (Thompson. 1990) The instrument is an imaging 
rwliometer inCof1Xlrating a traditional. cross-track. scan mirror, coupled ""ith linear 
detector anays_ There are four focal planes lhal contain 1m: detector arrays and each 
incorpo rates sptx:ral inkri"erence til ters 
\iOOIS wil! image in 36 spectral bands in the range from 0.4 to 15 micrometers 
Spat ial resolution will be between 250 meters and I kiioml:kr at nadir 
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J. Evolution Summary 
The following table surrunarizes the evolution of hypcrspectral imaging sensors. 
The Landsat Thematic Mapper is included to enable the reader to compare the attributes 
of current multispectral sensors with those of the hypcrspectral breed: 
System SpectratRange GIFOV(Meters) 
(Micrcmel4trs) (Nanometers) 







TIMS 8.2-8.6 400 20-30 





AISI 128 1.2-2.4 93 11.4 
AIS II 128 0.8-2.4 10.6 12,3 
AVIRIS 224 0.4-2.5 10 20 
SIS EX 128 0.4-2.5 10 30 
GERIS 63 0,4-2,5 12,3/120116.2 
FLI 288 0.4-0,8 2.6 
H YOICE 210 0.4-2.5 10 14 
MODIS 36 0.4-15 varied 250150011 k.m 
Table 2,2 ( Bandwidth charactenstlcs of multlspeclral and hyperspectral systems) 
B. ANALYSIS TF:CHNIQUES 
Multispectral image analysis techniques can further exploit infonnation contained 
in multispectral images. Visual classification can be achieved by assigning three of the 
primary colors (red, green, blue) 10 each of the three sensor bands selected and viewing 
the image. The infonnation contcnt represented hy this false-color image will depend on 
the spectral bandpasses utilized. 
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Land cover categorization, more conunonly knO\\11 as Terrain Categorization 
(TERCAT) involves categorizing the image pixels into land coverage~ utilizing spectral 
pattern recognition. Figure 2.22 shows a 3-dimensional spa~e defined by the axes which 
represent thl: intensities of the selected bands, in this case, 3 bands from the LANDSAT 
Multispectral SCaJUler (MSS). f\ point can be defined within this space for each pixel in 
the image. In an ideal case, each class or category of land cover would be represented by 
the ~ame point. In reality. the category will be repre~ented by a clustering of pixel values. 
rhe different clusters may be distinct aJld widely separated from each other and can be 
identified with a specific land cover type_ This generally requires that a study of the area 
in question has been done to determine the predominant land cover types present. 
OtheIVo'ise. simple operator experience can be used as a ha~is_ By using sdeeted pixds 
fi-om the scene, commonly referred to as "training data" or "sites", high levels of 
classification accuracy can be achieved. 1\ munbcr of techniques have evolved which 
constitute rotations in wavelength «;o1or) spacc. 
I. Principle Components 
Principle components or the Karhunen-Loeve transformation grew out of the 
stati~tical trealment of psychological problems (Cra(;kncll and Hayes, 1991). Principle 
components is a special data transformation which transforms the information content of 
the original measurement set (e.g., multispectral bands) into a coordinate system which is 
orthogonal in it's new (;oordinates. nus onhogonality is determined by a rotation that 
leaves the data uneorrelated in the new coordinates_ Tn some instances. these new 
principle component bands may be more easily categorized than the original image. 
Prin(;iple components analysis has the followi ng advantages in the analyses of 
multispectral and hyperspectral data 
I) Most of the radiance in the multi~pe(;tra! data is relegated to one or two 
principle component bands. 
2) Noise relegated to less-correlated principle component bands. 
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3) Spectral differences between different surface materials become more 
apparent in the principle component bands than in the original multispectral 
bands, 
Application of principle component transforms to hyperspectral data has only 
recently become practical. It will help in categorization, and reduction of the 
dimensionality of the data sets. The number of principle component images generated 
will be equal to the number of spectral bands that make up the image cube. The majority 
of the information within the scene will most likely be described by thc first few 
(generally 10 or less) principle components. Principle components 1,',;11 reduce the data 
volume of the hyperspcctral set but v.;ll dc-emphasize individual spectra or target 
signatures. This is due to the fact that thc majority of the spectral signaUlres within a 
hyperspectral scene arc highly correlated not orthogonal, and the principle component 
images contain infonnation that is a linear combination of several spectral classes 
(Harsanyi and Chang, 1994). 
Sub-pixel targets can omy be identified hy utilizing data reduction techniques that 
model the spectral contributions of the target and hackground materials (Farrand and 
Harsanyi, 1995). Spectral mixture analysis techniques and low probability of detection 
algori thms based on orthogonal subspace projection show the greatest promise for 
detection and classification. 
2. Spectral Mixtuft~ Analysis 
Spectral mixtun:: analysis is based on the assumption that the majority of the 
spectral variation in a multi or hyperspectral data set can be accDtllted for by a relatively 
smal! number of endmember spectra. Endmembcrs define the vertices of the mixing 
space. The first step in the spectral mixillre analysis process is to determine the number 
and identity of the spectral cndmembers. Image analysis software such as the Spectral 
Image Proccssing System (SIPS), developed by the Center for the Study of Earth from 
Space (CSES), utilize programs \\Titten in Interactive Data Language (IDL) format for 
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linear >pecl ral unmixing . During the process, a spectral endme-mber library is fonned 
using an iterative process and then decumposed using Singular Value Decomposition 
(SVO)_ This allows for Jetem1inatioll of the degeneracy of the library or the number of 
eigenvectors that make the largest contribution to thl: variance spanned by all the 
endmembers. One method of dctennination has been the noise-adjusted, Principii: 
Components Transform_ If the results of the degeneracy indicate that the nonnalized 
singular values of the cndmernbers are unique (spectrally separable and orthogonal), then 
the user can continue on to the next phase of the urunixing process. However, if a ll but 
one of the singular values is zero, the user must fese lect new endmembers prior to 
proceeding. The endmemher spectra can then be extracted directly from the Principle 
Component images and will define areas on the ground that are spectrally unique and 
which cor:-espond to specific materials. Laboatory or field measurcd spectral 
reQectances can then be used in the spectral mixture analysis program as "reference 
cnlimembers" ['he user can then run the Uiunixing program whose output is another 
image daTa cube. The cube contains one image for each endmember showing the derived 
spatial pattents of abundance for that endmembcr. Additionally, two additional images 
are generated that can be used to assess the ullcertainty in the unmixing results 
3. Low Probability of Detection (LPD) 
LPD is bascd on the concept of orthogonal ~ubspace projection (OSP) which is a 
result from lcast squares theory (Harsanyi and Chang, 1994). The teclmique basically 
involves a two step process. The first step is the detennination of a matrix operator that 
eliminates undesired or interfering signatures. Basically, this is an optimal interfercnce 
rejection process in the least squares sense. Secondly, it is necessary to develop a vector 
operator that maximi7cs the residual desired signature signal-to-noise ratio. Both of these 
operators are then combined into an overall orthogonal ~ubspace projection classifieat ioll 
operator which reduces the non-Gaussian dete(;(ion and classification problem presented 
by pixels cOIltaining mixed spectra to the solved problem of detecting an unknown 
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cOJlSl1nt in white noise. The LPD algoritlun docs not require the user to have prior 
Knowledge of the background signatures present in the image. In a simulation C\Jnducled 
hy Harsanyi and Chang, 100 mixed pixels were simulated using reflectance spectra for 
red soil and dry grass and creosote leaves, as ShO\\11 in Figure 2.23. Pixels 20, 40, fiO and 
80 wntained the creosote leaves refk(;tan\:e spe\:Lrum at abundances oI20, 15, 10 and 5%.> 
respectively. Figul'e 2.24, illustrates the dctcction and classification problem associated 
with spectrum of similar shape. In this case, pixels 18-22 are sho\\ll on the plot. Pixel 
20, ",·hich contained the creosote leaves reflectance spectrum at 20~'o abundance is 
included in the plot but is not readily distinguishable from the other pixels. The OSP 
operator was then formed using lhe creosote leaves spectnun as the reflectance signature 
of interest. The operator was then applied to each pixel. FiglUe 2.25 indicates that tlle 
pixds containing the creosote leaves spectrum were selected by the algorillun 
The application of this teclmique to hypcrspcctral images with mixed pixels has 
shown that signatures of interest can be detcL:Led at abundan\:e kveb as low as a few 
perL:ent ilt signal-to-noise ratios of less than or equal to 50:1 (Harsanyi and Chang, 1994) 
4. Constrained Energy :\Ilinimization (CEM) 
CE:-.-t is an additional analysis ledmique that is similar to LPD However, the CEM 
operator does not depend on the signature of interest occurring with a low probability. It 
is lc~s stringent thiln the LPD apprmKh identified abov!: and like LPD, does not require 
prior knowledge oflhe undesired background signatlUes. In basie tcoTlS, a linear operator 
is used that minimizes the tOUlI energy in a hyperspedral image sequem:e with the 
constraint that the energy associated with the signature of interest is maintained. in this 
case, CEM works well in the detection of sub-pixel targets that occur over a large number 
of pixels. The CEM tedmique is particularly useful for geologic and environmental 
~'e~ean.:h a~ demonstrated by llar~anyi et ai, (1994) 
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III. EXPfRIMENT DESCRIPTION 
[he data utilized in this thesis is the result of airborne hyperspcctral remote sensing 
co l kclion~ condllcted at \\lhite Sands. New Mexico in October 1994. The name of the 
experimem was Operation DESERT KAD IANCE 
The HYMSMO program sponsored a comprehensive surv!;.':)' of military 
operatiunal and intelligence needs. The needs are currently under evaluation by the 
Unified Comn;ands for prioritization based on time.sensi tivity and information criticality 
In addition, the De:!~nse Intelligence Agency (DIA), sponsored a study that determined 
the infoffi1tltion needs of military commanders based on operational user definitions 
rhese "kvel s of information" (LOl's) show common areas that can be used to effectively 
reduce the HYMS MO needs to a common Sd of experiments. These cxperiments arc 
based ontargd d assl:s rl:cogni zed by the Joint Chiefs ofStaff(JC S) object.'; (mobile and 
fixed), emissions, activities and events 
A. OPERATION DESERT RADIANCE 
The DlA sponsored, Assured Support to Operational Conunandl:rs (ASOC) study, 
identified LOl's which include: characterization (target spectral "signatures"), detection 
classification, discrimination and identification (material, function ~Uld unit). Each of 
these LOl's rclate to the set of target classes previously identified. 
The DESERT ltADlANCE experiment sought to concentrate it's efforts in the 
LOl's concerned with exposed objects (mobile and fixed ) and cultural feature s. The main 
reasoning for this was the necessi ty to gain experience and knowledge from exposed 
object signatures in order to properly evaluate the degradation of LOI content as the 
target becomes obscured or carnoullagl:(l Thl: underlying principle being that the ability 
to characterize the spatial, spectral (textural, temporal and other) signature of a target is 
necessary for detection and satisfaction of the LOI's. DESERT RADIANCE's highest 
p,iori!), was to determine the ability 10 remoldy detect and identify the material 
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properties of a target at the subliteral andlor subpixel level, given proper spectral 
characterization. Abundancc estimation or the quantification of a target material type at 
the subpixel leve l and evaluating the effect of spectral taggants wcre additional 
objectives To further define the target elass of exposed mobile and fixed objects 
utilized for this experimcnt. one must consider that mobile objects are generally those 
that arc less than or equal to a few pixels in the spatial dimension which would be 
adequate for a literal imagery analyst to perfonn detection and geolocation based on 
spatial characteristics alone. The fixed objects and/or cultural features arc those that 
occupy mon: than a few pixc ls alld are tenned "multi-pixel" targets. 
1. Experiment/Objective Breakdown 
The DESERT RADIANCE operatiofl involved objectives relating to the airborne 
collection of target signatun:s and objectives relating to the tower-based collection of 
target signatures. 
11. Airborne Dilta Collection Objec·tive}" 
Two experiments involved airborne data collection. Experiment A dealt with 
exposed mohile ohjects located at test sites A and B. Experiment D examined exposcd 
fixed objects _ cultural features located at \Vhite Sands and Las Cruces, N.M. The 
following is a Jist, by cxperiment, of the objectives: 
( I) Experiment A 
Remote spectral characterization of materials associated with exposed 
mobile objects 
• Remote subliteralfsubpixel detection of separate categories of materials 
associated with exposed mobile objects 
Remote identification of materials associated with exposed mobile 
objects, at both the literal and sub literal level of spatial resolution . 
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Remote detection and funct ional identification of exposed mobile 
objects, at both the literal and sub literal level of spatial resolution, through 
the use of spectral taggants 
(2) Expcriml;r!.l 13 
Remote spectral characterization of materials associated with exposed 
fixed objects 
Remote identification of materials associated with exposed fixed 
objects. at both the literal and subliterallevel of spatial resolution. 
Remote detection. classificat ion and discrimination of separate 
categories of materials used in exposed fixed objects and! or cultural 
features 
• Quantification of the aerial extent and relative abundances (subpixel 
fract ion ) of materials used in exposed fixed objects and/or cultura l 
features 
• Remote detection and functional identification of exposed fixed objects, 
at both the literal and subliteral level of spatial resolution. through the use 
of spectral taggants 
h. Tower-Based Data Collect Objectives 
The lowcr-based data collect concentrated on the spectral characterization of 
exposed mobile objects ,md desert backgrounds. The objectives are as follows' 
I} Assess the variation in spectral signatures as a function of solar angle' 
* Complex target, fu ll pixel 
* Simple target, partial pixel 
* Complex target, partial pixel 
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2) Remote spectral characterization of desert backgrounds 
3) Remote spectral characterization of exposed mobik objects at long 
range. 
2. '''bite Sands Missile Range (WSMR) 
The WSMR is located 40 miles north of El Paso. Texas in southern New Mexico 
Figure 3.1 depicts the relative location of the WSMR. The main test area is 
approximately 40 by 100 NM in size and is generally utilized by the Army to evaluate 
missile and rocket systems 
The primary site of interest at \VSMR for the operation was the Electro Optical 
(EO) Range. Located within thl: Tange is a 100' tOWl:f. experiment test sitl: A and 
experiment test site O. The two expcriml:nt test sites were developed 10 take advantage of 
different vegetative baekgrolmds associated with each site. Each test site was combined 
with the 100' tower location to form separate fli ght tracks followed by the airborne 
sl:nsors. In addit ion, Condron Airfield, located to thl: south of the tower was uSl:d as an 
additional calibration/visual checkpoint for expl:rimem site A. Figurl: 3.2 depicts the 
actual l1ight patterns Oown for the data collections on 27 and 28 October 1994 
3. Target Descriptions 
a. Fabric (Iud Painted Panels 
The Topographic Engineering Center (TEC) supplied the fabric and painted 
materials to facilitate the construction of target panels. These panels were grouped in 
some cases to foml target pand arrays that simulated exposed mobile object dimensions. 
Panel dimensions were varied in size to allow soml: panels 10 either completely fill pixels 
or be subpixel depending on sensor altitude. These di mensions are based on the expected 
ground sample distance (OSO) calculations as well as the along-track and lateral 
instantaneous fields of view of the sensors. Tn addition, panels of similar material wl:re 
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;~laceu close to allow tor ;;pectral mixing v ... 'hen viewed from high altitudes 
E;.:tr~m<: care was ~,aken \vith tile target panels. Each night all panels were removed fron, 
the <:xperin:en: t<:st and covered to prevent any moisture/dust contamination Whl:Il 
iJ()l in lI3e \,/SMR persormel supplil:u :WO c.unoufh1geu nels :h.,l \\'I:r<: U~I:U to conceal 
ve:licles and dl:sl:rl background materials. rabll: 3.1 ji~l~ lh<: ['<lbriG ll1<ltniab and Table 
lists thc painll:u p<lneis that were deployed during tile DESERT RADIANCL 
I;;~~~!o 
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Table 3 2 (Pall"lted Parlel Deployed, Operation Desen Radiance, AnderSOrl. 1995a) 
The WSMR provided a limited nwnber of military vehicles and equipment to 
support the experiments. Table 3.3 lists the vehicle designations and descriptions. 
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ISi« (f'I) Drploy",.nt 
19 x20< 8 IWithlwiLhoot1'9 
I ~.S.4 1000n.r.d.....,.bu.he. 
nar.dne>rhu.he. 
I Open andnearbu.he. 
Table 3.3 (Tactical Vehicles Oeployed. Operation Desert Radiance. Anderson, 1995a) 
Calibration targets were deployed by EG&G, Incorporated. The targets were 
used to provide reflectance and absolute radiance references for the airborne data. Table 
3.4 lists the calibration targets and their associated reflectance percentages. Note that the 
60% reflectance target was not deployed due to the likel ihood that it would saturate the 
AAHlS airborne sensor. Figure 3.3 depicts the Site B target layout for 27 October 1994. 
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Table 3 4 (ea ibration Targets Deployed, Operation Desert Radiance, Anderson, 1995a) 
h. Optical target 
An opti\:al test target was deployed during the collection runs It'~ design was 
based on a concept developed by Dr. William Stoner, Science Applications International 
Corporation (SAle) . Dr. Stoner proposed that the expo~ure of ~mal1 reflectivc gratings 
to sunl ight will produce diftracted light at discrete wavelengths depending on the 
orientation of the gratings (Stoner, 1994). 
figure 3.4 depicts the geometry of the sun, grating and airborne sensor. Thc 
grating grooves are perpendicular to thc planc of the sun, grating and sensor night palh. 
This configuration presents the possibility that discrete line spectra can be produccd and 
detectcd by thc ~ensor. Figure 1.5 shows the grating rotated from the perpendicular to 
the sun, grating and sensor fl ight path. By compari ng the two figures one can see that the 
rcflccted light rays arc lmaffcctcd by the rotation, but the diffracted rays are rotated 
within the plane of the stm equal to the rotation ofthc grating. The diffracted ray that is 
"up and nomlaj" to the grating would be detectable by the airbornc scnsor fly ing within 
the same plane. Rotarian of the grating will cause il COliC to bl: formcd by the diffrac ted 
rays about the ret1ected ray, scc Figure 3.6 
Dr. Stoner proposed that circular gratings in the fonn of compact discs (CD's) 
would provide the necessary grating geometry to produce a nearly continuous cone of 
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diffracted rays about the retlected rays and accommodate uncenainties in the knowledge 
of the sun's position. 
The solar spectrum is fairly smooth al thc 10 nanometer scale. The wHccted 
wavelength spikes are however more narrowband in nature. This is due to the fact that 
the geometry of the sun, grating and sensor functions like a grating monocltrometer. The 
frequency of the wavelength spikes will bt: dependent on the sun·s zenith angle .md 
azimuth which can be derived for spceific locations given the lime of day 
lhe total spectmm collected by the sensor will he a combination of three 
components 
\) Line spectrum from delli-acted sunlight. 
2) Skylight reflected spewlarly by the gratings. 
3) Light reflected trom the natural backgrolmd in the remaining ponion 
oft/Ie ground-spot that is not taken up by the gratings. 
Relative radiances were calculated to determine an optimwn number of eo's for 
the nperiment. Four CD's were utilized and placed on a self-leveling platform elevated 
10 degrces. Each CD was thcn placed on the platform at 0, 2, 4 and 6 degrees elevation 
respectively to provide varying oricntations with respect to the sun. This set-lip was 
necessary to provide four separate wavelength spikes during the sensor overflight. 
Wavelength spikes can he determined by using a Mathcad program developed by Dr. 
Stoner and observations of Sill} zenith angle and elevation taken at the site starting at 
1000 (L) through 1600 (L), 27 October 1994. 
4. Gruund Truth Measurements 
The Topographic Enginecring Center (TEe) was responsible for formulating the 
Ground Truth Protocol for the operation. The Proto~ol defined the standard operating 
procedures for collecting ground tnlth measurements in the field. The purpose of the 
ground truth collection during the airhorne collection operations was to provide a means 
to relate the reflectance of the surface to the energy recorded by the imaging sensor. 'l1}e 
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energy ;-eaching lbe 'icnsor dependent on tbe :ncident irradiancc at the smfw.:!:, the 
propcT1ics oflhe emission of the surface and the die-cts (jf atmospheric 
absorption rHld ~ca[terillg on the ill~ideTlI. and n:tll:cted energy_ In addition to TEe's in 
,ftu ,pcctroradiomct:ic ml:a~url:mcnts of the target materials and background, EG&U 
provickd ground truth measuremen!.'; of the calibration targel panels. The spectral data 
was compiled and made avaiJable as an ascii file to facilitate any spectral comparison of 
the targetibackgroundicalibration materials with image derived spectra 
s. Sens{U' Characteristics 
The DESERT RA.D1ANC L:: I:xperiml:nt set fllI1h speo.:ilic requirements for sensor 
f-'erforn1ance. Availability and (.:Os! were the initial drivers for the selection process. 
Howevc:r, due to the nature of the experiment (dctcetionidesel'illlination of targets fTOm 
their hackground), and it's hyperspectral orientation, several key ,~nsor performance 
dmracteristics needed to be met. The following eharacteristi~s were ~onsidered in the 
l":nal selection: signal-to-noise ratio, numher and width of the spectral channels, overall 
"pectral ~lJverage range and adcquatc spatial resolution. A., a re.,ul\ of a tedll1ical 
assessment of the available sensors, two sensors were selected for the DESERT 
R.<\DIAl\CE experiment. The SETS Technology, Advanced /\irborne lIyperspe~t[d1 
Imaging System (AAHIS) and the Geophysical and Environrnenwl Research (CrER) 
Corporation's, 63 ehlUUlel, Digital Airbome imaging Spectrometer (DAIS) 
a. Advanced Airhome Hyperspf!ctrallmagillg System (4AHIS) 
rile AAHIS sensor is a second generation sensor that was originally developed 
by Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC), San Diego, California. The 
sensor was upgraded in a cooperative effort with SETS Technology INC., Honolulu, 
Hawaii and is utilized hy the ~tate of Hawaii for maritime application~. The basic bJr.lCk 
diagram dcpicting the A..,\HIS major ~omponcnts is sho\-\ll in hgure 3.7. The AAHIS 
sen~o:' was de~igned for high signal-to-noise ratio perfonnanee based on it's intended U.'>C 
in maritime applications which involve low reflectance environments (e.g 5% 
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rcflect<lnce). Table 3_5 lists the AAI-ITS perfonnance characteristics. The t<lble abo lists 
the sensor's signal-to-noise ratio performance over a land-based (20% reflectance) 
Figure 3.8 shows the signal-to-noise r<llio performance in both 
envirollinents over the full wavelength spall of the sensor. The sensor was calibrated at 
the Naval Command, Co~nrol and Oceall Surveillance Center, Research and Development 
Division (NRaD), using a I meter integrating sphere and subsequently installed into a 
Piper AzteC, twin engine, aircraft for night operations at WSMR 
SignoJ'D-Noi$e(5%rrllecWlCl'wgel) 
• 50Hzl'runetalt: 
Si,nal-tc>-Noise (20 % wee1) 
• 5OHzfrImcno1e 
U.cfuJ tr.llnn e nm 
Nominal bWwidth (run) 
: ~~~~~ :::::?~ ~':i~are 
~i,,:!:;;,,;,,~~'~flware II.! 
A100 tncl:IFQV(mradians) 
Di 'ti=(Bia) 12 
Table 3,5 (AAHIS Serlsor Characteristics, Anderson, 1995a) 
h. GER Digital Airhorne ImaginG Spectrometer (DAIS) 
The GER sensor was selected to compensate for the lack of a short-wave 
infrared (SWIR) capability in the AAHIS sensor. Many unique spectral features manifest 
themselves in the SWIR domain in narrow spectral bands thereby validating the need for 
a sensor such as Ihe GER DA IS. Figure 3.9 depicts Ihe sensor configuration and optics 
layout The DAIS employs 3 different detector arrays, Silicon for thc VISINIR, Lead 
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S:lltide 'or the SWJR and Mercury Cadmium Telluride (HgCdTe) for the thermal 
IR. The sensor's low scan rates can aftect the <;patial resol\ltioll at low altitudes and (;ause 
subscqul::nt undersampling of the 3(;ene3 in this regime_ I1oweVI::T, the scnc,or can still 
provide hi~:h spectral resolution in the same context lahle lists the Sl::llSor 
charitcteristic.'i. Calibraticllj of the DAIS serl.'ior i., nO! possible du~ liJ the wide _,canner 
aperture Jnd tbe lack of a calibratior: facility, tbereforl:: J 50' x 50' area of the Condron 
Airfield runway approach end llsed a calihration selection of this site 
hased on its relat:ve unifonniLY with respect to ba(;kground. Ground truth data of the 
calibration sile was taken by TEe 
.,_""""r5%,_fk< ...... ~'" eo 
_"",oJ_»-NO<", ""!% ",n", .. "oo 'lr,«) 





Table 3.6 (GER 63 DAIS Sensor Characteristics. Anderson, 1995a) 
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IV. EXPERIMENT OBSERVATIONS 
Observations of the experiment conducted by the HYDICE office and exploitation 
team is presented below. This chapler is broken down into lwomain sections. The first 
presents the observations made by thl: author of the experiment test sites, target 
preparation and handling, and sensor p[alfonn performance during the set-up and conduct 
of Operation Desert Radiance at White Sands Missile Range (WSMR) from 24-25 
October 1994. The second section is the observations of the hypcrspcctral data Sds 
produced by each of the colkction platforms 
A. WHITE SANDS MlSSILE RANGE OBSERVATIONS 
The \Vl1i1e Sands Missile Range was selected for the experiment based on the 
spectral consistency of the dCSClt background present. the predictability of weather 
conditlons along with low hwnidity, tower access and general capability of the Missile 
range complex to accommodate and facilitate an exercise of this type. The facility is 
located at an altitude of approximately 4000' and lies in a rclatively flat vallcy on the 
eastern side of the Organ Mountains in southeastern New Mexico. The valley is oriented 
N-NE 10 S-SW with a gradual elevation increase as one travels northeast. 
I. OPERA nON UESERT RADIANCE 
The DESERlItAD!ANCE experimcnts were to tocus on overtly exposed mobile 
and fixed targets, 10 indud..:: cultural featurcs and backgrounds. The author observed 
experiment sct-up and participat..::d in the preparation of targets and target placement sites 
on 24-25 October 1994. The actual collection flights occulTed after the author's departure, 
on 2G, 27 and 28 October 1994. therefore, the author docs not have first-hund 
observations relevant to thcse collection periods. Minor adjustments to portions of the 
experimcnt set-up occurred during these two periods, but they do not appear 10 have 
affl:cted the outcome of the experiments. 
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[he experiment effort was planned to take advantage of the exploitation team's 
rr:anpo\ver Separate groups were formed within the exploitation kam to facilitate target 
construction. e:xperiment site preparation and other specific technical duties such as 
ground truth data collections. 
2. Site Layout 
rhe White Sands Missile: Range is uniquely suited 10 accommodate an experiment 
of this type. It's isolation from ma,jor urblUl areas ami overlying restricted airspace 
provide a controlled environme:nt within which airborne sensor platforms can mane:uver 
and thc desen e:nviromne:nt provides a spectrally uniform e:nvironme:nt that can enhance 
the contrast between target and background 
Within the range complex is the Electro Optical (EO) Range that contains a 100' 
lOwer. clear dirt pad areas and well maintained, dirt/gravel access roads. The composition 
of the roads enhances the production of dust clouds whenever a vehicle passes but the 
two experiment sites appeared to be at a sufficient distance from this contamination 
The two experiment sites, A and B, arc within the EO Range and can be observed 
easily from the tower. Site A appears to run N-NE from the tower and tower access road 
on thc southern end to an access road running N"W-SE on the northern end. Site B is 
approximately 1/4 milc NW of the tower and contains a 50' wide (approx.) dry wash and 
is bounded by an access road on the NE side. 
rhe tower itself has large landings every twelve feet with 360 degrce look 
capability. The: top of the tower incorporates a covered strucrure which contains 
ekctrical outlets, tables and a small, accessible balcony for equipment mounting. 
3. Weather Conditioos 
T11e southeastern ponion of New Me:xieo provides a benign weather environment in 
which to conduct experiments. The latitude of the site provides for a relatively high sun 
angle, with very li ttle influence from fronw.l activity year round. The overhead 
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conditions on 24 ()clOher 1994 ranged from clear skies to a high percentage doud 
coverage altocumull:s and altocirrus cloud types pfc.,ent. The first night day, 25 
October, held marginal weather wnditions consisting of cunlulus clouds I-vith bolloms at 
S()()O' above grol;nd level IAGL). Temperatures varied from the 40's overnight to the mid 
70's during the daytime. Relzltive humidity was low, but the low overnight lcmpcrahu"es 
C,\llsed dew to on Ihe landscape_ Wind was llsually calm in lhe morning hours but 
began to pick up slightly in lhe I:arly afternoon 
4. Targeis 
The target~ Iltilized in OPERATION DFSERT Ri\D1ANCE were dddikd in 
Chap ItT lII. The WSMR provided workshop facilities for the construction of target 
frame., and the mounting of target materials. 'Cron arrivJI Jt the targer construction ~it~, 
the author ()hsl.:rvl.:d nlll11t'T()U~ t<lrget~ in vari()u~ ~tagl.:~ ()f completion. Disrinet target 
were ob~erved and clo~ely approximated the target dimensions identified in the 
previous ~haptI;T. Tao;;tical vehicle~ with various paint s.ch~w~s w~re utilized. A~ these 
vehicles wcrc moved along th.:: dirt/gravd roads, Just was thrmvn up. No apparent 
attempt was made to clean the dU5t collected on the vehicles prior to My overhead 
collect 
a. ,tfaterials 
Materials for the targets were provided by the Topographic Engineering Cl.:nter 
('[ l'Cj and hrought to the experim~nl sileo Thl.: fabrics appeared to he those uscd in 
military clothing, tenting, parachutcs and camouf1age. (e,g. Nomex, desert camouflage 
material, wo()dland <:arnouJlage material and green nylon para<:huk material). Thc color 
rl\ake-up of thc fahric.' included dark/Jight greens, tans, tan/hrov.-Tls and black. The 
pitt'l\chlltes were not homogeneous in color but instead. were wade lip ()f triangular 
segments wilh varying shades of Olive Drab (OD) green. Th~ (;()nunon thread was that 
all the fabrics \ .... ere designed to inhibit detectioIl by blending in wilh ~urrounding 
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hackground materials. TEe also supplied 2' x 2' Aluminum panels pain/ed with various 
types and colors of paint. 
b. Com'/ruction 
Each target panel was constructed with I" x 4" Pine boards with each 
connection secured with wood screws. A hole was drilled into each comer of the panel 
frame to accommodate 10-12" spikes used for anchoring purposes. The individual fabric 
types ",,·ere then cut to dimension and stapled onto the frames. The size of thl: frames and 
thl: composition of the fabrics limited the amount that thl: material could be strctchl:U 
across the frames without tearing. This caused the fabric to dip slightly as it laYl:d across 
the frame. In addition, some warping of the wood frames was observed. Similar frames 
were constructed for the painted panels which were placed inside the frame struCllireS to 
form 6' x 10' target arrays. The individual panel comers were not secured and some of 
the panels were ohserved to warp wh.ile laying inside the frames 
Parachute material was used to cover a 4' x 4' x 4' box target and was folded 
to fomJ variOllS sized panels (withom framl:s) and staked to the ground. The color of the 
parachUII: material stretched over the box was not homogeneous and was fairly 
transparent. A similar condition occurred with the parachuII:s fo lded and staked to the 
ground. The edges of thl: panels, which contained most of the folded material, appt-:arl:d 
darker than the material towards the center of the panel. The parachute material could be 
stretched but was susceptible to tearing at the staked comers. In addit ion, the thinness of 
the material allowed for a small amount of material napping during windy conditions 
c. Care and Maintenance 
The exploitation team was provided with a large flathed tractor tmiler to 
facili tate the transportation of the target frames to and from the experiment sites. Care 
was taken in the loading/off. loading of the targets to eliminate tearing and minimize 
dust/dirt contamination. Due to the probability of moisture formation on the targets 
during thl: night and the possihility of particle contamination during transport, largl: 
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;)lastic sheets were secured over the top of the targets after they were stacked aboard the 
11mhed. 
d. Dep!oymellriRetriel,al 
Prior to each day's collection event, the targl:\ pands wcrc deployed to the 
designated experiment site, A or R. Exploitation team members were fonned ill\o 
working groups to deploy/retrieve the targets from the sites. WSMR personnel were 
utilizl:d in the movement of tactical vehicles to designated locations and tIll: erection of 
<:amoufiagc netting 
5. E.lperimenl Sites 
Two experiment sites wcrc utilized for the DESERT RADIANCE operation Both 
sites were in close proximity to the observation lower and initially looked no diffnent 
from one another Closer inspection n:vl:ais that the sites provide separate background 
types 
u. General Soil and Vegetatioll Muke-up 
Site i\ contains a large number of Mesquite and Creosote shrubs ranging in size 
from 1 to 5 feet. The soil conditions are a loose sand and dirt mixtun:: with small areas of 
hard-packed soiL The large quantity of shrubs enable targets to be placed adjacl:nt to the 
shrubs thereby providing some coverage and spectral mixing. Site H contains much less 
vegetation and a dry wash on the southern end. Very loose sand makes up the wash and 
it's adjacent banks while more hard-packed din and sand encompass the remaining 
ponion of the site. 
b. Preparation 
F,xtensive preparation of the two experiment sites was perfonned prior to target 
placement. Each placement location was markl:d out to the approximate dimensions of 
the target to be placed there rhe area within the target dimensions was cleared or all 
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low-lying shrubs, grasses and debris and the soil leveled to ensure that once the largct 
was placed, it presented a relatively level surface to the sensors. Care was taken to 
ensure that a minimal amowlt of soil was disturbed beyond the boundaries of the targets 
6. Ground Truth Measurements 
Ground truth measurements were taken on a variety of objects both natural and 
man-madc. Prior to the dcployment of man-made target materials, grolUld truth 
measurements werc collected on the surrounding desen vegetation and soils. In addition, 
the TEC teams used cherry pickers to collect spectra trom the M-60 tanks and other 
tactical vehieles. The man-made material spectra were acqllired by positioning the tripod 
of the portable field spectrometer adjacent to a target panel. The spectrometer was swung 
over thl: targd material which positioned the instrument apertuTI: approximately 10-12" 
from the edge of the target frame. Thc composition of the differcnt fabric matcrials 
restrjded the amount of stretch that could be applied without tearing. This fact caused, in 
certain instances, the material within the field of view of the spectrometer not to be 
perpendicular to thc sensor. Observations of the calibration panels staked out by EG&G 
from the tower showed significant defonnations in the panel surfaces. The ground truth 
data was recorded on portable PC's from the spectrometers and copied in a DOS [onnat to 
3.5" floppy disks. The number of spectra taken in the 0.4-2 .5 micron range varied for 
each target of interest 
7. Scnsor Platform Performancc 
The author observed one day of sensor overflights on 25 October, 1994. A flight 
planning session was conducted separately each night after the overall planning meeting 
to address issues or procedural problems that had arisen during the previous days tlights. 
Collection altitudes were discussed and chosen based on the frame rates of the sensors 
and the desired GIFOV . It appeared that the flights at the higher altitudes of 4,6 and 
lWOO' (AGJ..) would be affected by the pilot's inahility to reference the flightline markers 
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lilyed out at either :;nd of the track. The GLR pilot visited the experiment siteg and used a 
hand-held Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver to record navigational waypoints 
a. Pilor Proficiency 
It became apparent dur ing the first meeting on 23 October, 1994, that bolh pilots 
were re latively incxperiew.:ed. The author has no knowledge of the numbtr of flight 
hours possessed by cacJ] pilot or their experience level in relation to remOle sensing 
overflights The pilo ts were concerned about the restricted area course rules, 
check -in!check-out procedures, experirnem flighlline orientations, flight altitudes. high 
a lt itude aircraft performance and bad wcallll:r flight dt:tenninations (weather calls). 
Concerns about the presence of two aircraft within the operating airspace of the 
nperimems at the same time were alleviated after discussions with the experimem 
coordinators. 
Both aircraft attempted to fly the pre-briefed flight tracks on 25 October 1995 but 
'hey did not orient themselves properly. Both aircraft ran pattems from north to south 
instead of from south to north as briefed . The effect of crosswinds was very evident from 
the ground perspective. The ground tra;:k of the sensor platforms progressively moved 
east/southeast within the experiment an:a boundaries. This ;:auscd lateral displacement 
from the run-in course line, poor sensor-target geometry or a complete miss of the target 
b. A ir~pac{' Coordination 
Prior coordination with the WSMR range control was made during adviUlce trips 
and prior to the actual flights. The initial check-in and entry into the rcstricted area did 
not go smoothly and some co urse rules were not briefed 10 the experiment team by 
WSMR personnel. Radio problems with one of the aircraft, frequency assignments and 
proper exccution of <:ourse rules were somc of the proh lem areas. No face-Io-face briefs 
were conducted bctween rangc persOimel and the sensor platform pilots 
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c. Sensor Reliability 
Ihe A.A..HIS sensor developed inverter problems during the first overflight on 
15 Octo her, 1994. The aircraft returned to thc Las Cruces airpon ,md the pan was 
ordered and replaced prior to the 26 October collections over Las Cruces . SalUration of 
lhe detector array at high altitudes !,vas a concern of the experiment team. 
r here had been eonecrn expressed regard ing the frame rate of the DAI S sensor 
prior 10 lhe operation. GER stated that the sensor would provide a frame rate of 12 Hz. 
During the first coordination meeting on the evening of23 Octo her, 1994, the GER telUIl 
stated that the sensor could only provide a frame rate of 8.5 Hz_ This caused 11 concern 
over the fact lhat scenes imaged at the lower alt itudes would be undersampled due to the 
aircraft speed ovcr the ground 
The GER aircraft experienced mechanical diffic ulties after the 25 October flight 
and was not utilized again unt il 28 October, 1994 
n. HYPERSPECTRAL OBSERVATIONS 
Data from both sensors was provided to the author by the HYDICE Offiec through 
Dr Linda Kalman. The Aerospace Corporation. In all, seven Exabyte tapes were 
received. Due to the limited disc space and the large volume of data contained on the 
tapes, a decision was made to load only certain files that had been found by the 
exploitat ion team to he of sutlicient quality to be used in analysis work. An initial 
viewing of the AA HIS collected, 27 October data R file was conducted during late 
Jamlary and February 1995. Suhsequent analysis was conducted at the HYDICE 
Program Office. The HYDICE exploitation team helped/directed the analysis, and a~ a 
result , the time to analyze the data was reduced significantly. 
L Hardware and Software Configuration 
The hardware configuration at the HYDICE officc consisted of a UNIX based, Sun 
v.orkstat ion with approximately 4 Gigabytes of storage capacity. The softv.'are llIi lized 
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lar observation of the data sets consisted of two software packages: The HYDICE Staner 
Kit. (an extens ion ot) the Spectral Image Processing System (SIPS) and the Envirotmlent 
fo:, Visualizing Images (ENV I). Both SIPS and ENVI provide graphical interfaces that 
lit iJ ize the interactive Data Language (lDLl to pcrfonn spectral image processing 
functions. The l-IYDlC E Slarter Kit incorporates advanced detection algorithms not 
currently found in SIPS or £]\V I. Similar I:quipmcIlt and software were used in the 
analyses done at The Naval Postgraduate SchooL 
a.lfYD1CESwrrerKit 
The author fou nd that the HYDICE Slarter Kit was extremely sensitive 10 the 
type of inputs or commands and many times would abort to the IDL prompt. This 
required exiting from IDL and reooming the software ea(;h time. This could have been 
attributed to the author's unfami liarity with software operation, however, other memhers 
of the exploitation team have encountered the ~ame problems. The SIPS View module 
of the Starter Kit can be utili zed to visualize and perfonn limited analysis on large 
imaging spectrometer data sets. Color composite images are relatively easy to produce 
and extraction of individual spectra from pixels or .'lelected groups of pixels is 
straightforward. Extracted spectra can be compared to previously collected laooratory or 
field spectra stored in a spectral library. The spectral !ibrary func tion allows the user to 
display and manipulate singJc!multipk ~pectra and to save the re su lt~ fo r output. 
The Staner Kit incorporates advanced detection algorithms not currelllly carried 
as a part of SIPS, these are: Orthogonal Subspace Projection, Low Probability of 
Detection and Conslrained Energy Minimization aLong with Principle Components. 
h. J<..f','V/ 
f he author fo und the ENVI software package very ea~y to use and more 
forg iving of anomalous inputs. Image file infonnatioTI is easily displayed and ENVI 
allows multiple windows to be opened, thereby facilitating the comparison of selected 
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images. Plotting and annotation of spectra is straightforward and the software provides 
the capability to save the plots in a variety of output fonnalS. 
2. Hyperspectrallmagc Data 
HYPl:rspectra] data was collectt:d over two art:as The first was the expl:riment area 
within the White Sands !\.1issile Range complex and the second was over the urban and 
agricu ltural areas of Las Cmces, New Mexico. The objective of thl: data analysis was to 
dl:tennine if thl: detection algorithms would provide reliable indications of a target's 
presence, in this case. the VI tank underlying the F9 radar scattering camouflage. The 
collections over the Las Cruces urban area were not examined because locations of 
potential military related targets could not be eonfinned and subsequently compared to 
detection images. In ordl:r to perfonn these analyses the experiment envirorunent should 
be as controlled as possihle. With this in mind, initial observations of the data sets were 
done to examine various aspects of the images. 
• The spatial quality of the images was sufficient to resolve features 
within the field of view. 
The target in question was included in the image. 
The inclusion of calibration targets within the same field of view as the 
target in question 
The spectral quality of the image . 
The targeUsensor geometry . 
The optical target described in Chapter IV was placed in the experiment area of Site 
Bon 27 October, 1994. Each image was examined to see irthe area in which the target 
was placed was in fact imaged by the sensors. 
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a. AAHIS Data 
Each hy?erspe~tral data set was loaded and examined utilizing the HYDICE 
Start~r Kit, for the above eharaclI:ristics. In total, 19 sets of data were examined. Only 
one data set was foued that 111et the above criteria, This set, the 27 October. 1994, Data 
set IfR, was collected over site B at 2000" (AGL) and approximately 1250:51 hrs (MST). 
As shown in Figure 4.1, this scelle includes the VI Tank target as well as the calibration 
pands 
One d<lta set was found that could possibly contain the optical target. The 
target's exact location was not known. however, an approximate location was detennined 
after discussion with the experiment coordinator. The 28 October 1994 data set #13 . as 
shown in Figure 4.2. showed potential for covering the target location. Spectral 
~xam ination of the scene however showed that the AAHIS detector became saturated 
between approximately band 33 (.6129 microns) and band 53 (.7236 microns) This 
saturation made the image wlUsable for this analysis. 
h. CER (DAIS) Data 
The GER data sets were examined llsing the HYDICE Starter Kit. fhe images 
over the Site B area, collected on 28 October 1994 (data sets 11-14), were fotmd to be 
severely undersampled. The undersampling, due to low sensor frame rates in relation to 
sensor platform velocity over the ground. As seen in Figure 4.3, this causes the image to 
take on an appearance that the scene is squashed and severely restricts any spatial 
resolution and hence, identification of potential targets. However, this fact does not 
effect the spectral quality of the image itself. It was possible to define some relatively 
lincar ft:atures such as roads provided they were vertically presented in the image. These 
images were not considered in the analysis of the Vl tank spectra because the spatial 
location of the tank target could not be identificd. 
The optical target may have been sampled in the GER images, the problem was 
that the extremely poor spatial coverage of the site would not allow for verification of 
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potential detections in the general area of the target location In addition, any fa lse 
alarms, or false det<:ctions, would be difficult to isolate. 
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V. DATA ANAI.YSIS 
The objl:ctive of tht: analysis was to determine if an exposed target could be 
dClc;,:ted by using the Low Probability of Detection (LPD) or Constrained Energy 
Minimization (CE\1) algorithms. In addition, a Principle Components (PC) 
transformation was conducted on the enlire scene to examine any similarities that may 
c'(ist betwcm the LPD cO!llpom~nt image and any of the PC images. As de~cribcd in 
Chapter IV, the 27 October 1994 Al\J-llS dal<l set 8 was the only scene with the required 
spatial and sp!:ctral qualities to be utilized in the analysis. The spl:cific ohject of interest 
was the M-60 tank, cataloged as vehicle V I, in Table 3.] At the Site B set-up for 27 
October the VI tank target was covered with a radar scattering, desert camouflage net 
(,:ataloged as F9, in Table 3. I. 
The analysis focused on whether the VI tank spectra could be detected through the 
camouflage. Since thc openings in the camouflage were mueh less than the pixel size, the 
VI speetra would most probably be subpixel in nature and be mixed v,;th thc camouflage 
spectra in addition to any contaminant spectra from the vehicle. Note that in all the 
figures presented here, wavelength values lU"e in minons and reflectance valw:s arc in 
percent reflectance 
A. SPATIAL ANALYSIS OF THE SCEl'OE 
The 27 October. data 8 scene is shown in Figure 4.1. The sizc of the scene is 192 
samples x 512 lines x 70 wavelength bands. For the scene presented. infomlation for 
band 6 was arbi trar ily selected (0.46207 microns) 
fhe general layout of the target area can be seen. Spatial resolution computed for 
the scene ba.~ed on the 2000' (609 m) flight altitude and an IFOY of approximately l.0 
milliradians, is 0.67 meters!. Yisual quality of the imagc is good although there is some 
hlurring present The target area i.'l hordered hy the dirt road that cuts through the top 
right half of the scene and what looks like a burm located in the lower left purtion of the 
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scene . The large (20' x 20') calibrdtion panels are visible. The remaining target panels 
are located to the lcn of the calibration panels. Exact locations can be veri tied with the 
Site R target layout presented in Figure 3.3 
Tht: Vl tank which is covered hy the F9 camouflage is clt:ar ly visible in a blow-up 
orlhe scent: as shown in Figure 5.1a. Figun:: 5.1b will be discussed latcr in this chapter. 
Heavy shadows arc present on the north side of the tank indicating a midday soo position 
at collection timt:. However, it is not ckar whetht:r the shadow is caused by tht: tank 
body which is approximately 3 meters in height by 7 meters long or the covering 
camouflage. The tank presents a surface area of approximately 24 meters1 on the top 
surface and 20 meters1 along the north side while the camouflage has a total surface area 
of approximately 104 mcters2 Very prominent tank tracks arc visible along a path from 
the tank's location to the dirt road. Vegetation is sparse although there are a large numher 
of Mesquite bushes located throughout the scene. 
H. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 
The 27 October 1994, data 8 scene was loaded into the Hydice Starter Kjt for initial 
analysis. The approach wken for the analysis was to assume that the nature and make-up 
of the prevailing background signatures present within the scene were unknovm. In 
addition, the ohjective of the analysis was to detect a man-made target signature (V I tank 
spectra) that was situated within a naturally occurring backgroUIld. Since the area of the 
exposed surfaces was small in relation to the overall sccne, the V 1 tank spectra would 
most probably occur in rdatively ti;w pixels within the scene and not be statistically 
significant For these reasons, the LPD algorithm was chosen for it's robustness in 
detecting sub-pixel targets given the above conditions. The CEM algoritlun was not 
applied to the data because the VI Tank spectra did not constitute a suh-pixel target that 
occurred in a relatively large number ofpixds within the scene. 
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1. Data Conversioll 
The ground truth data provided by TEe was sampled from 400-2500 nanometers 
with values represented in percent reflectance. Each target spectra was thl;.':n resampled 
utilizing the AAHIS wavelength file to prodU(;e spectral plots of the target spectra within 
the AAHIS sensor range 
Two f:.Jes were created in ENVI utili zing the Empirical Line Ml;.':thod described by 
Farrand et a1. ( 1994). The first was the gains file which incorporates the atmospheric 
transmittance and instrument factors and the second was the offsets file which takes into 
account the atmospheric path radiance. 80th files we rl;.': applied to the target spectra in 
ordl;.':r to con vert them from surfa(;e leaving reOl;.':ctance Pl;.':rcentages to t\AHIS sensor 
perceived radiance. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the gains and offs ets plots. Both files were 
derived from samples taken from the calibration panels located at the middle right hand 
portion of Figure 5.1. Hoth files were constructed by Dr. WiJliarn Farrand, a member of 
the HYDlCE exploitation team. 
2. Data Preparation 
The methods described in paragraph Bl Wl;.':re applied to the scle(;ted target spectra 
The next objective INas to prepare the spl;.':ctra for use with the LPD algorithm. The 
algorithm assumes that sensor noise and the combined at-sensor radiance of unmodded 
Componl;.':nts in the scene are Gaussian in nature, and an:: independl;.':nt and identically 
distributed (iid). (Farrand arld Harsanyi, 1995). When a data cube is I:Onvertcd to surfacl;.': 
reflectance by application of gains and offsl;.':\.S files, the noise statistics of the image will 
be effec\~d and the assumption that the noise is iid would not be true. For th is reason, the 
target spectral signatures and the pixd valucs uf the image should be represented in 
sensor perceiv~d radiance 
Thc growld truth spectra werl;.': converted to sensor perceived radiance by utilizing 
the s]Xctra! math capahility or the Starter Kit. To convert each spectra, each ground truth 
data file was mUltiplied by the gains fiil: and thl;.': product added to the uffscts file. Figurcs 
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5A through 5.9 depict the original target spectral plots and the new target spectral plots 
aftcr conversion to sensor pcn:eived radianec llIihzing the gains and otfsets files. One 
should note the dist inct similarities in the overall shapes of the spectral plots and the tact 
that the TANK spectra is an exact match to the V 1 TAN spectra. Figure 5.10 depicts the 
Sitc B soil spectra which can be used to compare to the target spectra similarities. 
Similarit ies in overall spectral shape can be seen out to 0.6 microns but the soil spectra 
takes on a more lincar slope beyond that point out to the end of the sensor range. The 
target spectra all show distinct diflerences in the slope of their plots beyond the 0.6 
micron wavelength range and therefore should be disccrnible from the background 
Figure 5.11 depicts the F9 Camouflage spectra for later comparison, 
3. Target Spectra Selection 
The LPD algorithm requires a target spectrum that is run against the entire data 
cube. TEe sampled five areas on the VI tank. The samples taken represented the hrown, 
light tan, tan-brown painted areas of the tank along with the gray painted gun boot and a 
fllsted area on the left rear of the tarue The plots of these various paint spectra along with 
an average of all the spectra collected over the tank is shown in Figure 5.12. Out of these 
spectral plots, three were chosen as representative of the V 1 tank spectra, these ""ere 
• The average V1 spectra sampled and represented as TANK 
• The average V1 Tan spectra sampled and represented as V1 TAN 
• The average V1 Tan Brown spectra sampled and represented as V1 
TAN BROWN 
1'0 better compare the target spectra, Figure 5.13 has been provided. Due to the 
ohvious similarity between the TANK spectra and the VI TAN spectra, it wa~ decided to 
use only the TANK and the V I TAN BROWN spectra as target signatures when running 
LPO 
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Figure 5.14 compares the spectral shapes oflhe TANK spectra and the F9 spenra. 
Spectral similarities appear out \0 appro"imately 0.74 microns where the two plots begin 
to diverge :~rom each other These characteristic differences should allow for 
discnmlnatiun of the T A,"\K spectra from the F9 camouflage. 
4. LPD Analysis 
The LPD alguritlun \.\-as run with the TAN K and the VI TAN BROWN spectra as 
target signatures. Aftcr selection oflhe scene and the target spectra, primary eigenvectors 
arc computed and a correlation matrix constructed. In the context orthe LPD a\goritlun, 
the primary eigenvectors characterize the majority of the spectral variahility in the image 
and arc used to form an operator that suppresses the undesirable background signatures. 
In Ih~ initial LPD runs, the first 11 primary eigenvectors were removed by the algorithm 
It should be noted that if a certain material is present in an amount greater than lhe target 
spectra, but in a small enough quantity to be excluded among the primary eigenvectors, 
then it may show up as a false aluml in the LPD wmponem image. One solution is to 
increase the Ilumber of eigenvectors to be removed, thereby increasing the amount ur 
background that is eliminated. The LPD eompunent image provides an a%essment of the 
relative abundance of a particular material under the assumption that target and 
background spectra arc linearly mixed. 
a, LPD Re.~ults (TANK Targel) 
Figure 5.16 shows the results of the LPD run using the T A},'K spectra as lhe 
target signature. fo r this image, a 50% contrast stretch was applied. Figure 5.17 is the 
same LPD component imagc bUl with a histogram equalization appl ied. This is a special 
case of a contrast stretch, which enJlances the detectability of the features within the 
image by mapping data values into display values such that a roughly uniform 
distribution of gray levels is presented. The VI TAt, K spectra shows up as a bright spot 
in the upper left corner of the image. TIlis position can be compared to the location of VI 
Tank in Figure 5.1 Several fa lse alarms occur within the image and are circled for 
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clarity. The brightest false alann pixels indicating higher ON value assignment are 
evident in fi gure 5.16 and come from the pancls marked P3 (TAN CARC PAINT) and 
P4 (T AN TAGGA~T). false hits also occ llrred on other panels such as the F2 (GREEN 
NYLON TENTING) and the F6 (TAN TWILL) and are more evident in Figure 5.17 after 
application of a Histogram equalization. This is most prohably due to these spectra being 
included in the residuals but not included among the primary eigenvectors. figure 5.18 is 
the same target signature run using 20 eigenvectors in order to eliminate more of the 
undesired background. The false alanns are morc evident in this image due to contrast 
stretching that was applied to highlight the higher DN values. Overall , the LPD operator 
has performed well in suppressing the majority of thc background in each of the 
component Images 
h. LPD Results (TAN BHOWN farget) 
figure 5.19 shows the results of the LPO run utilizing the TA N BRO\VN target 
spectra and 11 eigenvectors. The differences between this componcnt image and the one 
shown in Figure 5.16 are not readily distinguishable. This facl holds true again when 
comparing f igure 5.20, the same LPO image except with a histogram equalization 
applied, wi th Figure 5.17. Figure 5.21 is the LPO component image run for this target 
spectra using 25 eigenvectors. In this image, the abundance of the target spectra ~hovm 
in the location of f9/V I appears less. In addition, some of the false alarms on certain 
panels disappear while others appear for the fir~t time. This may be caused by the 
dimination of certain residuals by removing more eigenvectors and the utilization of a 
different target spectra. A histogram stretch is applied again to this image for uniformity 
Again, the LPD operator did a good job of baekgrotuld suppression using 25 
elgenvcctors. 
Figure 5.15 compares four different spectra that show up as false alarms in the 
LPD runs . The P3 (TAN CARC PAINT) spectra shows the most spectral variability 
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across the sensor fang(\ while the rcmaining threc spectra. P9, F6 and Desert Color BDU 
(TAN) exillbit only minor slope/shape differences 
5. Principlr Components Analysis 
The Principle Components Transformation produces a set of uncorrclated images 
cqual to the number of spectral bands in thc imagc . The images with the most 
information or largest variance make up the first Principle Component with each 
successive image containing less variance. In addition, cach successive Principle 
Componcnt image will he orthogonal to the previous one. Typically, the first 6 to 10 
Principle Compooeots will account for more than 99% of the total variance within a 
scene. Hyperspectral data, by nature. is highly correlated ~tween each spectral band. 
This is due primarily to the fact that the spectrum of most materiab vary slowly and in 
similar fashion. The main benefit in the usc of the Principle Componcnts Transformation 
with hyperspectral data sets has b.:cn in the area of data volume reduction. The approach 
taken for this analysis was to see if any of the Principle Component Images would closely 
resemble any LPl) results and if so, what do the different components represent? 
A Principle Component Transformation was nul on the 27 October data 8 sd to see 
if any similarities exist hctween any of the principle Component hand images and the 
LPD Component images 
a. Principle Component Result.~ 
The Principle Components Trallsfonnation was conducted using the ENVI 
software pa!:kage_ Each component image wa, examined for similarities with the LPD 
results. Figures 5_22 and 5.23 show component images 1 imd 2. Component I, 
containing the most variance within the scene. looks very similar to Figur", 4.1. Figure 
S.! b is a blow'llp of the VI Tank larget from Principle Component I. It is clear that the 
Tank target representation in this figure is rr:or", detailed than that of Figure 5.1a. 
Principle component 2 is distinctly different but bears no resemblance to either of Lhe 
LPl) wmponent images Component g and 10 showed the greatest likeness to the LPO 
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component images. Component 9 did not .,how any meaningful data. Figure 5.24 shows 
component 8. The F9/Vl tank tarRet (lnd panels F2. P3, P4 and P9 show up clearly in 
the image. i\-o direct correlation with either LPD component image was observed. The 
10th component image sho\vn in Figure 5.25 , shows numerous target panels in addition 
to the F9N l tank target. A (;omparison with Figure 5.21, the LPD run using 25 
eigenvalues, reveals a close match on all target hits. This component should represent 
lc~s than 1 % of the tot(ll scene variance. This would indicate that the target panels are 




Operation Desert Radiance was the preliminary attempt by the HYI11CE Program 
Officc in demonstrating the util ity of hyperspectral imagcrs for detecting a tactical target 
based on it's spectral charac terist ics alone. The author's participation in the w lkction 
experi ment and analysis of the sensor data has highlighted the comp lexities associated 
with an experiment of this size. 
The experiment was well designcd but vcry ambitious. The use or the A.A.HIS 
sensor proved to be a good choice. Howcver, the GER (DAIS) should not havc bcen 
utilized based on it's poor signal- to-noise ratio and low ii'ame rates. The usc of "hudget" 
pilots by the sensor operators severely reduced the usefulne~s of the data collected 
Ground truth measurements during the experiment were pcrfonncd by TEe and 
EG&G. The number of ground truth samples taken for cach material appeared to be 
small . In addi tion, the samples wcre not well dist ributed over the entire surface of the 
tank and represented spectra of portions of the surface with various paint schemes. These 
spectra were averaged and may not be an ac(.:urate representation of the overall spectra 
from the tank. A more accurate method of collecting thc grolmd truth would he to colkct 
the entire spectra of the tank from an overhead position. It is lmderstood. however, that 
the large number of materials to he sampled in such a short timdrarne may have 
contributed to the ~mall sample sizes 
Distortions appeared in some of the calibration panels sampled by EG&G and the 
parachute t.lrget materiaL; were not homogeneous in color as they were folded into panels 
on the ground . In addition, ~ome warping of the painted pancls was also observed_ Thesc 
faclS , coupled with the fact that the majori ty of the samples were taken over the corner.'; of 
the target panels, probably resulted the collection of spectra that were not representative 
of the entire panel 
The results of the data analysis clearl y show thai uniquc target detection is possible 
ut ilizing the LPD algorithm. A higher than expected nunlber of false alarms oeclUTed 
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even though a large: majority of the background was suppressed. The similarity bel\>ieen 
tht: Principle Component 10 image and the 25 eigenvector, LPU component image wa~ 
intriguing. Both results show that the majority of the targets contribute very little to the 
overal l scene variance and arc subsequently seen only in the higher order component. 
The LPD algorithm pcrfomled well during the analysis but it's capabilities to detect 
a specific target spectra were limited because it could not utilize the spectral variability 
associated with wavele:ngths beyond 1.0 mi(;ron. The use of the HYDICE sensor in 
future collections should correct this problem by imaging out to 2.5 microns. 
The analysis shows that image processing algorithms for automatic target detection 
need more refinement to eliminate the high false alann raw. further target de:teetion 
studies utilizing sensors that provide a greater degree of spectral resolution and whieh 
cover a broader spectral region will determine if the problems encountered in lliliquely 





Figure 2.3 (Vane, Goetz, 1988) 
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Figure 2.5 (Kruse, 1987) 
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Figure 2 13 (Melack, Pilor.!: , 1990) 
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Figure 2.14 (Gao,Goetz, 1990) 
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Figure 2.1 7 (Rock, et ai, 1990) 
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F igure 2.1 9 (HYDICE ;r'lstn.anent, Hughes Danbury Optica l Systems, 1993) 
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Figure 2.20 (Silvergate, et ai, 1994) 




Figure 222 (Cracknell and Hayes, 1991) 
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Figure 2_23 (Harsanyi and Chang, 1994) 
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Figure 3.3 (Target Layout-270ct 1994, Anderson, 1995b) 
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F:gure 3.5 (Geometry of Diffraction ·Tilted Gratings, Stoner. 1994) 
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Figure 3.6 (Geometry of Diffraction Cone of Rotated or Circular Gratings, Stoner, 1994) 
AAHIS System Block Diagram 
Figure 3,7 (AAHIS System Blook Diagram, Anderson, 1995a) 
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SNR of AAHIS vs. Wavelength 
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Figure 3.9 (GER 63 DAIS Schematic, Ar'lderson, 1995a) 
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Figure 5.6 (V1 Tan Brown spectra from TEe ground truth --AAHIS sensor range) 




Figure 5.12 (V1 soectra from TEe ground truth - 4 -2.5 microns) 
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Figure 5.14 (F9 camonage overV1 and Tank spectra comparison) 













Figure 525 (Principle Component 10) 
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